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PROPERTY RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM

WITH GEOSPATIAL DATA ANALYTICS AND 

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING FOR URBAN LAND USE

SEAN K. RIEHL

ABSTRACT

Recently Cuyahoga County has been tremendously improved as properties are being 

constructed, renovated, or altered for new land use transactions on a nearly daily basis. 

Most existing property recommendation systems for the area simply rely on surface-level 

information and user history data to produce recommendations while failing to prioritize 

factors according to their importance and utilizing the location based complex 

information efficiently. This is leading them to become stagnant and simplistic in their 

approach and their accuracy is worsening as there are too many factors to be considered 

and location based complex yet useful information such as land use aspects of 

neighboring areas or information about people who are living or working in the area are 

often hard to be discovered. To combat these issues, this thesis proposes a modern 

property recommendation system with new approaches: 1) Employing data analytic 

methods to discover complex location based geospatial knowledge from big data 

processing, 2) Collecting and deriving summary information on people demographic data 

in the neighbor, and 3) Adopting natural language processing techniques for a user given 

phrase query to generate accurate candidate sets. Our recommendation system consists of 

three key components: 1) Using derived geospatial knowledge as new features and 

viewpoints for a better overall understanding of neighbor for a given property. 2) 

Incorporating Hotspot Analysis and data analytic methods to identify which areas are the 

v



most ideal for each type of properties based on current and history data. 3) Allowing a 

user query in a sentence or phrase through natural language text processing techniques to 

create accurate candidates to tailor recommendations to a given individual user to return 

the Top-N ranked results. The experimental results show the effectiveness of these new 

approaches.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

1.1.Background

Recommendation systems can effectively aid users in filtering down potential 

products into only the most personalized results. However, as the volume and complexity 

of the data grows, so does the need to make the recommendation systems more 

sophisticated and adaptive. Today the traditional recommendation systems mainly follow 

one of two patterns: memory-based and model-based collaborative filtering algorithms 

that mainly rely on user purchase history data [38].

Memory-based collaborative filtering algorithms [38] are the more popular 

method of the two and are widely adopted in commercial systems. They are subdivided 

into two smaller types called user-based and item-based approaches. A user-based system 

[38] works by calculating the similarity between users based on given data, such as their 

recent purchase history. The methodology behind this is that if two users purchased the 

same product, then they are likely similar users who would purchase the same products. 

Conversely, an item-based system [38] works in reverse. It starts by comparing items 

based on which users have recently purchased them. In a comparable fashion, any time a 

user purchases the item, the similar items are recommended with the similarity being
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calculated using either the cosine similarity function or the Pearson correlation 

coefficient.

The other approach is a model-based collaborative filtering algorithm [38]. It uses 

computed models prebuilt using Machine Learning algorithms like Bayesian networks 

[12], clustering models [3], and latent semantic models [37]. Their goal is to improve the 

core models through machine learning techniques by deriving training sets from the user 

history data or item input data. One way this tactic produces results is by attempting to 

plot and group the data into similar areas based on one or more dimensions. At its core, 

the methodologies behind this is that plotted points in similar area represent the same 

type of data so they should belong to the same group.

1.2. Motivation

Today the traditional recommendation systems mainly follow one of two patterns: 

memory-based and model-based collaborative filtering algorithms. Most of these 

recommendation system algorithms rely on past user purchase history data to tailor their 

results to the specific needs of the user. When new users are presented, the models must 

rely on popular trends to make educated guesses as to what the new user may enjoy while 

the system slowly builds up a personalized collection. This leads to poor 

recommendations for users who are either new or more unusual and not into the latest 

movements [38]. Moreover, these traditional approaches are not accurate to generate 

recommendations for complex items simply because they do not effectively consider 

complex characteristics of information, which are often hidden on each item as the 

volume and complexity of the data grows. Therefore, the motivation of this thesis is to 

create a recommendation system more sophisticated and adaptive using big data analytic 
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techniques that can effectively derive hidden knowledge on item data for consideration 

without relying on past user history data to generate worthwhile recommendations for all 

types of users.

1.3. Problem Statement

This thesis is to build an urban property recommendation system using big data 

collected from many different public government data resource sites of real estate 

property data and census data in Cuyahoga County. The recommendation system 

presented in this study is an item-to-item collaborative filtering algorithm which does not 

need to use user history data. Instead, the system uses derived information obtained from 

a user-given query sentence using natural language processing techniques to effectively 

consider complex geospatial information and location-based knowledge that is derived 

from various big data analytics methods.

An immediate challenge starts from the differences between the complex and 

various big data types coming from the collected raw data and the uniform structured data 

format required for data analytic algorithms when trying to integrate the information into 

a single collective. Given the mass amount of distributed and unstructured GPS and 

GeoJSON coordinate data, for example, deep learning algorithms cannot effectively and 

efficiently analyze and respond to complex end user requirements.

Furthermore, many of the key factors in determining outcomes are not laid out 

plainly but instead, need to be derived through preprocessing and big data analytic 

techniques. The natural language queries provided by users also fails to help simplify 

matters since the meaning of those queries are often difficult for computers to understand. 

These systems need to be able to recognize and react to meaningful patterns hidden 
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within the natural language data by creating correlations through text mining techniques. 

However, without a proper way for the user to visualize the results, the rest is pointless as 

there is no point in generating recommendations if there is no one to accept them. The 

development of an algorithm that incorporates big data preprocessing methods, text 

analysis strategies, and derived variables while overcoming said trials is needed.

1.4.Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are to develop a recommendation system with 

capabilities to effectively derive hidden knowledge on urban property data using big data 

analytic techniques without relying on past user history data to generate worthwhile 

recommendations for all types of users. More precisely, the objectives of this thesis is to 

develop methods to build a urban property recommendation system using data analytic 

techniques to derive geospatial information and location-based knowledge of neighbors 

of each property and employing natural language text analysis to generate accurate 

candidates to consider for a user-given query sentence to provide end users with accurate 

and meaningful results. It will be able to handle a vast amount of different data types, 

process all the information in real time, and calculate complex analysis in memory

efficient ways. Additionally, this system will be scalable to process with extended data 

sets over the entire US.

Here is the summary of contributions of this study in the literature 

recommendation system research:

• Employing big data preprocessing techniques to integrate geospatial data and 

geographical neighborhood demographics from heterogeneous and complex 

big data resources
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• Applying big data analytic methods to discover comprehensive information of 

geospatial data to consider in the recommendation system

• Allow a user query in a phrase or sentence with Natural language processing 

techniques to derive user preference related features to be considered in the 

recommendation system
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CHAPTER II 

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, literature reviews on approaches for recommendation systems will 

be summarized and discussed. Starting with review of traditional algorithms, the chapter 

moves toward to introduce and discuss recent and new approaches in the literature.

Amazon is the go-to site for online shopping and their popularity has led to a 

website with millions of users and hundreds of millions of products. This meant a big 

data scale that the then-current recommendation algorithms could not handle since the 

process of comparing the products meant comparing hundreds of millions of entries. 

Therefore, after testing other options Amazon developed a new algorithm that would 

meet their needs called the item-to-item collaborative filtering algorithm [38]. It is 

capable of scaling upwards to handle the product corpus while being able to produce 

high-quality recommendations in real time thanks to a unique approach. Namely, it first 

takes the user’s purchases and rated items and matches them with similar items. To 

determine which items are considered similar, it pairs together products that are 

frequently purchased together, calculates the cosine similarity, and then saves that 

information into an offline recommendation list. Doing this offline reduces the processing 

time and memory usage costs considerably.
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When it comes to recommendations, it is common practice to ask friends or 

family members for suggestions so much so that we trust their opinions more so than 

ones created by computer algorithms. Because of this, Ma et al [39] decided to 

incorporate the interaction between users as an input factor in their matrix-based social 

recommendation SoRec system. Matrix factorization is the process of deriving two 

smaller matrices from a larger product one. This technique is used primarily because it 

can save memory since only the factors need to be stored. Additionally, missing values 

can be derived using similarity techniques. Moreover, by incorporating a social network 

graph by first transforming it into a matrix, SoRec was able to transpose and multiply 

their user-item matrix against it to create a significantly larger matrix. From that result 

relationships could be inferred that involved the social network between users as well as 

the relationships between users and products so recommendations could be provided.

In the industry, collaborative filtering and the matrix factorization methods are the 

most widely used do their versatility and speed when handling big data depositories. 

However, these papers differ from the approach in this thesis in that they rely on historic 

user data to provide recommendations using user-item relationships. Another difference 

is that their simple approach relies on user reviews to measure relevancy among items 

and users ignoring complex characteristics of items and location-based information which 

can be discovered from other related data.

YouTube is the world’s largest platform for video content, and it is home to 

billions of users viewing millions of videos. To produce worthwhile recommendations, 

they created a recommendation system that can produce quick and highly relevant 

content for any user. The recommendation system behind YouTube [11] consists of two 
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deep neural networks, a candidate generation model and a ranking model. The candidate 

generation model has the job of sampling the millions of videos and narrowing them 

down to only hundreds by creating watch and search vectors like a bag of words text 

analysis model. From there, the vectors are concatenated together with other variables 

such as the user’s geographical information, age, and gender and passed to the first neural 

network. Next the candidates are further reduced using the nearest neighbor algorithm 

and the remaining videos are passed on to the ranking model. This system’s job is to 

maximize the watch time by using weighted logistic training and to return the highest 

ranked videos to the end user.

Social media has allowed users to generate short messages, such as tweets, to 

describe their feelings about locations or events. However, these user-generated short 

texts (UGSTs) are rarely geocoded. Therefore, by using text analysis in conjunction with 

geospatial information, Deng et al [14] set out to develop an algorithm that can accurately 

couple the UGSTs with a geographical location. They started by collecting UGSTs and 

breaking them down into tokens, stemming them, removing any stop words, and saving 

the token strings as vectors. The tokens were further preprocessed by being saved as 

entities as well since they contain more semantic information than the individual words. 

Next they gathered geotagged location information from Foursquare and built a 

probabilistic model from it and the vectors. The idea was to build up a depository of 

terms and entities associated with each location so that the UGST vectors could then be 

compared to it. For example, entities like “Big Apple” were associated strongly with New 

York City. Move over, the pairings with the highest weights indicated the strongest 
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couplings and from that they were able to make accurate deductions as to the locations of 

the UGSTs without geotags.

Text analysis is generally solely dependent on literal statistical information from 

texts to determine the importance and associated weight of each term in each natural 

language user query. Knowing this, Tan et al [55] developed a method to integrate user 

intentions into the formula when recommending phone apps by using an attention-based 

gated recurrent unit recurrent neural network (GRU-RNN). GRU-RNNs are a step above 

neural networks because they do not suffer from the vanishing gradient problem. As a 

neural network is running, the gradients, the values used to update the network weights, 

shrink as it back propagates though time. This causes the earliest terms in the input 

sequence to be assigned extremely small weights and thus they are deemed unimportant. 

GRU-RNNs solve this problem using internal gates which regulates the flow of 

information. They learn which data is important and filter out the rest. Tan et al were able 

to apply this concept to natural language text queries for phone apps to determine which 

words should hold the most weight and then they compared that to phone app reviews to 

provide more accurate recommendations.
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CHAPTER III 

DESCRIPTION AND PROCESSING OF BIG DATA 

3.1.Big Data

Big data is defined based on its six properties. Variety refers to a variety of 

complex formats, which are often unstructured because they are stored in databases, log 

files, or web pages. Volume indicates the sheer size of the data, which is often in 

petabytes and terabytes. Velocity and Variability state the speed at which new data is 

generated and how it is constantly evolving with the number of inconsistencies in it. 

Complexity is about data transformation and the amount of work needed to clean and 

process the data. Lastly, Value refers to the amount of worthwhile information within the 

data [57].

Furthermore, it is also defined as a term for a collection of data too large and 

complex to easily process using traditional data preprocessing methods. The data sets are 

commonly associated with the challenges of capturing, curating, storing, searching, 

sharing, transferring, analyzing, and visualizing the data in a timely manner. In fact due 

to the data often coming from multiple different sources and in multiple different data 

formats, big data is often quite challenging to integrate into a singular model for further 
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analytic processing, especially when there is no straightforward connection between the 

datasets or when the data files are too large to open or even store on a single computer.

3.2. Collection and Description of Data

The massive raw data was collected from various government information sites 

and public repositories for the property recommendation system. The collected raw data 

is mainly categorized into two types of contents - land data and people data. The former 

is about the characteristics of every registered property and related code structures, 

referred to henceforth as Land Data, while the latter is about the demographic census 

information of the people either living or working within the neighboring areas, referred 

to henceforth as People Data. Given the time and resource constraints, a scope of this 

thesis is to build a property recommendation system which focuses on the data within 

Cuyahoga County. This recommendation system framework can be easily extended 

across the entire United States.

3.2.1. Land Data

The Land Data is split into three subcategories about the properties, sales, and 

characteristics of the spaces. The property data comes from the Cuyahoga County file 

transfer protocol (FTP) website in the form of Computer-Assisted Mass Appraisal 

(CAMA) system files and represents a status of basic ownership and land use information 

[13]. The data is stored in GeoJSON file format, which is a file format for encoding a 

variety of geographic data structures [22]. Figure 1-1 and 1-2 showcase an example of the 

format for one property from the property data. The sales data is sourced from the 

Maxine Goodman Levin College of Urban Affairs as well as from the Cuyahoga County 

FTP Department of Information Technology website and provides detailed information 
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on the sales of properties from 1976 onwards [23]. This data was sourced as comma- 

separated values (CSV) and came on a compact disc. The characteristics data comes from 

tax assessments every six years by the Cuyahoga County Fiscal Office and covers details 

of the structures such as the number of elevators, the number of bathrooms, and the 

amount of residential and commercial square footage [51]. For this thesis, based on the 

focus, only the characteristics data was primarily used so as such the following relevant 

sections will exclusively focus on it.

"_id": {
"$oid": "5cdfe38b5ba20a6bfb3b0871"

},
"type": "Feature",
"id": 0,
"properties": {

"PARCELPIN": "20228021",
"PARCEL_PK": "15253",
"PARCEL_TYP": "LAND",
"PARCEL_ID": "20228021",
"BOOK_PAGE": "B 202 P 28",
"PARCEL_YEA": 2017,
"PARCEL_OWN": "VASIL JR., WILLIAM L.",
"DEEDED_OWN": "VASIL JR., WILLIAM L.",
"GRANTOR": "FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTGAGE CORPORATION",
"GRANTEE": "VASIL JR., WILLIAM L.",
"TRANSFER_D": "2014/07/18",
"SALES_AMOU": 0,
"PAR_ADDR": "28326",
"PAR_STREET": "WEST OAKLAND",
"PAR_SUFFIX": "RD",
"PAR_CITY": "BAY VILLAGE",
"PAR_ZIP": "44140",
"PAR_ADDR_A": "28326 WEST OAKLAND RD, BAY VILLAGE, OH, 44140",
"MAIL_NAME": "VASIL JR., WILLIAM L.",
"MAIL_ADDR_": "2231 HOLLY LN",
"MAIL_CITY": "AVON",
"MAIL_STATE": "OH",
"MAIL_ZIP": "44011",
"MAIL_COUNT": "USA",
"TAX_LUC": "5100",
"TAX_LUC_DE": "1-FAMILY PLATTED LOT",
"ZONING_USE": "1F-3",
"PROPERTY_C": "R",
"TAX_DISTRI": "050",
"NEIGHBORHO": "03112",

Figure 1-1: Land Data for One Property in GeoJSON Format
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"ROAD_TYPE": "PV",
"WATER": "MUN",
"SEWER": "SNS",
"GAS": "Y",
"ELECTRICIT": "Y",
"TAX_YEAR": 2016,
"CERT1": 139,
"CERT2": 50500,
"CERT3": 160100,
"CERT4": 210600,
"CERT6": 0,
"CERT7": 0,
"CERT8": 0,
"CERT10": 0,
"CERT11": 0,
"CERT12": 0,
"GCERT1": 50500,
"GCERT2": 160100,
"GCERT3": 210600,
"RES_BLDG_C": 1,
"TOTAL_RES_": 2087,
"TOTAL_RES1": 7,
"COM_BLDG_C": 0,
"TOTAL_COM_": 0,
"COM_LIVING": 0,
"TOTAL_LEGA": 75,
"TOTAL_SQUA": 17250,
"TOTAL_ACRE": 0.396,
"OurCode": "R1",
"SiteCat1": "Residential",
"SiteCat2": "Single Family",
"Descrip": "1-FAMILY PLATTED LOT",
"SPA_NAME": "NULL",
"PAR_CITY2": "NULL",
"Units": 1,
"Units2": 1,
"PARCL_OWN2": "vasil jr., william l.",
"PARCL_OWN3": "vasil jr., william l.",
"MAIL2": "2231 holly ln avon",
"PAREN2": "306066",
"SPA_COD": "000000",
"PARCELLOC": "39035bayage00000020228021"

},
"geometry": {

"type": "Polygon",
"coordinates": [

[
[-81.9332,41.4843],
[-81.9332,41.4837],
[-81.9335,41.4837],
[-81.9335,41.4843]

]
]

}

Figure 1-2: Land Data for One Property in GeoJSON Format (continued)
}
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The land use data, which will be referred to as Land Use Data here after, is 

divided based on the characteristics of the particular property with the properties 

themselves being divided into parcels of land [20]. These parcels serve as the unique 

identifier for the roughly 550,000 properties across Cuyahoga County. Furthermore, the 

data is split across seven characteristic files based roughly on the taxable land use, such 

as residential, industrial, and commercial use, with each file corresponding to a different 

aspect and only containing information of a parcel when appropriate. For example, the 

Land Use Data file about residential land use does not contain any information about a 

commercial industry. The other files store data on the parcel record, historic changes, 

land description, and commercial and industrial usage. Across all the files every property 

is thoroughly detailed using hundreds of variables of various types such as integers, 

strings, years, dates, and other identifiers with each having a parcel variable column to 

connect them. Some of the variables of the Land Use Data from the residential data file 

are documented in Table 1.

Table 1. Partial Information from the Residential Land Use Data
Parcel Link ID Update Date Occupied Style Stories Quality Year Built
101001 8097172 9/2/2004 1 RAN 1 B 1951
101004 8097174 2/8/2006 1 CAP 1.5 A+ 1957
101005 8097175 1/19/2012 1 CAP 1.5 A+ 1953
101006 8097176 2/8/2006 1 COL 2 AA 1928
101007 8097177 2/8/2006 1 COL 2 AA 1927

99122088 8643109 11/16/2011 1 BUN 1.5 C 1900
99122088 8643109 11/16/2011 1 BUN 1.5 C 1900
99122089 8643110 7/12/2005 1 BUN 1.5 C 1900
99122089 8643110 7/12/2005 1 BUN 1.5 C 1900
99122089 8643110 7/12/2005 1 BUN 1.5 C 1900
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3.2.2. People Data

The People Data is provided by the United States Census Bureau and is referred 

to as the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) Origin-Destination 

Employment Statistics (LODES) [60, 61]. The files themselves are stored individually in 

CSV GZ file formats, which is a single file compression format based on the DEFLATE 

algorithm created for the GZIP project started by French software developer Jean-Loup 

Gailly and American software engineer Mark Adler in 1992 [68]. Examples of some of 

the source files can be seen below in Figure 2. These People Data files cover information 

about the people, their demographics, and their relationships to different areas. Despite 

what the name may imply, the data is not about the individual residents and workers, but 

rather about the groups of the individuals who reside or work in the census tracts across 

the county. Section 4.1. of this thesis further explains the Cuyahoga County census tracts 

in detail.

Index of /data/lodes/LODES7/oh/od
Name Last modified Size Description

Parent Directory -

oh nd aux JTOO 2002.csv.ez 2017-09-21 21:40 1 IM
|Q| oh od aux JTOO 2003 .cay, az 2017-09-21 21:40 1.0M
igl oh od aux JTOO 2004.csv.az 2017-09-21 21:40 1.3M

|Q| oh od aux JTOO 2005.csv.ez 2017-09-21 21:40 1.2M

oh od aux JTOO 2006.csv.ez 2017-09-21 21:40 1.2M
|Q< oh od aux JTOO 2007.csv.ez 2017-09-21 21:40 1.1M
|[j, oh od aux JTOO 200S.csv.az 2017-09-21 21:40 1.2M

igl oh od aux JTOO 2009.csv.az 2017-09-21 21:40 1.2M

oh od aux JTOO 2010.csv.az 2017-09-21 21:40 1.2M
l5 oh od aux JTOO 2011.csv.ez 2017-09-21 21:40 1.2M

oh od aux JTOO 2012.csv.az 2017-09-21 21:40 UM

Figure 2-1: People Data Sources
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Figure 2-2: People Data Sources (continued)

The People Data is split into three subcategories named Resident Area 

Characteristic data (RAC), Workplace Area Characteristic data (WAC) and Origin

Destination data (OD) [61]. The subcategories each consist of thousands of individual 

files referring to a combination of state, subcategory, segment of the workforce, job type, 

and year with the relevant areas having a unique identifier in the form of a geocode. The 

workforce segments are divided based on age, earnings, and job sector, the job type 

specifies whether it is a primary job, private job, federal job, or combination of the three, 

and the geocode is a concatenation of the state code, county code, tract code, and 

sometimes the block code.

Moreover, RAC refers to occupational information for residents in an area 

regardless of whether the resident works in that same area or if they even work in the 
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county. Conversely, WAC refers to occupational information for workers in an area 

regardless of whether the worker lives in that same area or if they even live in the same 

county. A partial documentation of the WAC data can be seen in Tables 2-1 and 2-2. 

Finally, OD is the intersection of the RAC and the WAC datasets and contains both 

geocodes from the other subcategories. These three subcategories are mainly comprised 

of information that refers to the number of jobs in different NAICS code classifications. 

NAICS is an abbreviation for the North American Industry Classification System which 

is the standard used by federal statistical agencies in classifying business establishments 

for collecting, analyzing, and publishing statistical data related to the United States 

business economy according to the 2017 North American Industry Classification System 

[62]. Also included in the People Data files are the ages, genders, races, ethnicities, 

education levels, and income levels of the residents and workers.

Table 2-1. Partial Documentation of the WAC Data
Workplace Area Characteristics (WAC) File Structure

Pos Variable Type Explanation
1 w geocode Char15 Workplace Census Block Code
2 C000 Num Total number of jobs
3 CA01 Num Number of jobs for workers age 29 or younger
4 CA02 Num Number of jobs for workers age 30 to 54
5 CA03 Num Number of jobs for workers age 55 or older
6 CE01 Num Number of jobs with earnings $1250/month or less
7 CE02 Num Number of jobs with earnings $1251/month to $3333/month
8 CE03 Num Number of jobs with earnings greater than $3333/month
9 CNS01 Num Number of jobs in NAICS sector 11 (Agriculture, Forestry, 

Fishing and Hunting)
10 CNS02 Num Number of jobs in NAICS sector 21 (Mining, Quarrying, and 

Oil and Gas Extraction)
11 CNS03 Num Number of jobs in NAICS sector 22 (Utilities)

26 CNS18 Num Number of jobs in NAICS sector 72 (Accommodation and 
Food Services)

27 CNS19 Num Number of jobs in NAICS sector 81 (Other Services [Except 
Public Administration])

28 CNS20 Num Number of jobs in NAICS sector 92 (Public Administration)
29 CR01 Num Number of jobs for workers with Race: White, Alone
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Table 2-2. Partial Documentation of the WAC Data (continued)
Workplace Area Characteristics (WAC) File Structure

Pos Variable Type Explanation
30 CR02 Num Number of jobs for workers with Race: Black or African 

American Alone
31 CR03 Num Number of jobs for workers with Race: American Indian or 

Alaska Native Alone
32 CR04 Num Number of jobs for workers with Race: Asian Alone
33 CR05 Num Number of jobs for workers with Race: Native Hawaiian or 

Other Pacific Islander Alone
34 CR07 Num Number of jobs for workers with Race: Two or More Race 

Groups
35 CT01 Num Number of jobs for workers with Ethnicity: Not Hispanic or 

Latino
36 CT02 Num Number of jobs for workers with Ethnicity: Hispanic or 

Latino
37 CD01 Num Number of jobs for workers with Educational Attainment: 

Less than high school
38 CD02 Num Number of jobs for workers with Educational Attainment: 

High school or equivalent, no college
39 CD03 Num Number of jobs for workers with Educational Attainment: 

Some college or Associate degree
40 CD04 Num Number of jobs for workers with Educational Attainment: 

Bachelor's degree or advanced degree
41 CS01 Num Number of jobs for workers with Sex: Male
42 CS02 Num Number of jobs for workers with Sex: Female
43 CFA01 Num Number of jobs for workers at firms with Firm Age: 0-1 

Years
44 CFA02 Num Number of jobs for workers at firms with Firm Age: 2-3 

Years
45 CFA03 Num Number of jobs for workers at firms with Firm Age: 4-5 

Years
46 CFA04 Num Number of jobs for workers at firms with Firm Age: 6-10 

Years
47 CFA05 Num Number of jobs for workers at firms with Firm Age: 11+ 

Years
48 CFS01 Num Number of jobs for workers at firms with Firm Size: 0-19 

Employees
49 CFS02 Num Number of jobs for workers at firms with Firm Size: 20-49 

Employees
50 CFS03 Num Number of jobs for workers at firms with Firm Size: 50-249 

Employees
51 CFS04 Num Number of jobs for workers at firms with Firm Size: 250-499 

Employees
52 CFS05 Num Number of jobs for workers at firms with Firm Size: 500+ 

Employees
53 Create Date Char8 Date on which data was created, formatted as YYYYMMDD
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3.3. Data Preprocessing

3.3.1. Land Data Preprocessing

The original seven Land Use Data files have a total of 306 different variables 

across them, so the first steps in preprocessing is to identify each variable. Using a 

characteristics appraisal inventory file [20], most of the variables can be accurately 

identified. The remaining ones have their meanings derived based on the file they are 

present in, their names, the variables they are nearby in the Excel sheets, and the values 

present in the columns. The next step is to cut down the 306 variables to only 190 to help 

with a data volume issue and because not every variable is useful for this thesis work. 

The final preliminary step is to look through each of the remaining variables individually 

and clean them up as needed. For example, the city variable from the parcel file is 

corrected so that no row has a missing or incorrect value. After the Land Data is cleaned, 

some of the variables are chosen to be further preprocessed. One of them is the lot size 

variable, which indicates the square footage of the parcel, and it is normalized into a 

weight variable for use in the ranking function.

3.3.2. People Data Preprocessing

At first the People Data consists of three folders, one for each subcategory, 

containing about 1,500 CSV files from the Government Data Warehouse. Each of these 

files only contains the combination of state, subcategory, segment of the workforce, job 

type, and year within the file names themselves, so each row of each file is concatenated 

with that information to merge them into three distinct database tables. From there the 

People Data variables are selected to serve as future weights in the ranking function. 

Some of the variables chosen are the income variables and the populations, but only for 
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the year 2015 to prevent repetition of the data and because the year 2015 is the most 

recent present year. The former variables indicate the number of people in the given tract 

who have monthly incomes of under $1,250, between $1,251 and $3333, and over $3333. 

The latter is not a variable present in the data, but one derived by calculating how many 

people live in each tract. All these variables are then normalized into their respective 

weights.

3.3.3. Integrating of Heterogenous Data Sources

With the input data preprocessed the only step that remains is to integrate the two 

datasets into one database, as pictured in the big data collection and geospatial 

information integration phase of the framework in Chapter 4. Because the properties in 

the Land Use Data are identified using parcel numbers while the residents and workers of 

the People Data are identified using geocodes, a third data source is needed to integrate 

the two. The parcel numbers are eight-digit identification numbers from the Cuyahoga 

County fiscal office and are created from the concatenation of the book number, page 

number, and circle number on the map [43]. However, the geocodes are fifteen-digit 

identification numbers that serve as the basic census geographical hierarchy and are the 

concatenation of the Federal Information Processing System (FIPS) state code and county 

code, tract code, and block code [2,7, 18]. Therefore, the only common ground between 

the data sets is that they both refer to Cuyahoga County. To overcome this issue, every 

parcel number is manually matched with its corresponding geocode using the Cuyahoga 

County census tract maps [63, 64, 65] and using the Cuyahoga County web mapping 

application website [67]. Aligning the results with the census tract map means the two 

datasets can be integrated. Figure 3 shows the integration process with a marked progress
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census tract map on the left and the Cuyahoga County web mapping application website 

on the right.

Figure 3: Integration Progress with the Census Tract Map (left) and the County Website (right)

Twenty of the sixty cities in the county are small enough to be contained within a 

single tract area, so for those it is little effort to integrate them. As for the other forty, 

months of work is required to correlate the roughly 550,000 properties to their relative 

geocodes because the parcel numbers do not often align with the tract lines. The 

information is stored in an Excel file called the Tracts file, pictured in Figure 4, which 

contains lists of every tract and in which city it belongs. The smallest cities only have 

one, but the largest, Cleveland, has 177 tracts alone. Also in the file are lists of the parcel 

number ranges which relate to cities. For example, the city of Bay Village only contains 

parcel numbers that begin with a string from “201” to “204”, such as “20101001”. 

Cleveland is unique in this regard in the sense that it contains two parcel ranges “001

029” and “101-144” which correspond to the West and East halves of Cleveland, 

respectively. Lastly, the Tracts file also contains a master list of every parcel number in 
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the county, the city in which that parcel is located, the determined tract number, and the 

geocode which is created by concatenating the FIPS state code and county code with the 

tract code.

A B D E F G H

city
2 BayVillage

10

Beachwood

Bedford
Bedford Heights

Bentleyville

Berea
Bratenahl

Brecksville

Broadview Heights

1 tracts

3
4
5
6
7
8

130103, 130104, 130105, 130106

131102, 131103, 131104

132100, 132200, 132301, 132302

133103, 133104, 195600

195800 (Shared with Solon)

134100,134203 (Shared with Olmsted Township), 134204,134205,134206,134300

192800

9 135103, 135104, 135105, 135106

136101,136102,136103

A B A 8 ■ C D
1 city 1 pa reels 1 parcel city tract geocode

2 BAY VILLAGE 201-204 2 10101001 CLEVELAND 107101 39035107101

3 BEACHWOOD 741-742 3 10101002 CLEVELAND 107101 39035107101

4 BEDFORD 811-814 7 4 10101003 CLEVELAND 107101 39035107101

5 BEDFORD HEIGHTS 791-792 5 10101004 CLEVELAND 107101 39035107101

6 BENTLEYVILLE 941-941 T 6 10101005 CLEVELAND 107101 39035107101

7 BEREA 361-364 7 7 10101006 CLEVELAND 107101 39035107101

8 BRATENAHL 631-631 8 10101007 CLEVELAND 107101 39035107101
9 BRECKSVILLE 601-606 9 10101008 CLEVELAND 107101 39035107101
10 BROADVIEW HEIGHTS 581-585 10 10101009 CLEVELAND 107101 39035107101

Figure 4: Consolidated Tracts by City in Cuyahoga County

The finished Tracts file allows for a new variable to be derived from the 

preprocessed data. Present in the Land Data is a land use code (LUC) variable which 

indicates the main use of the property such as a restaurant or bank [20]. By creating a 

matrix between the tract and LUC information, it became known through Hotspot 

Analysis how many of each type of property exist in each tract. These counts are further 

processed using prediction accuracy index (PAI) techniques [9, 28] and normalized to 

create Hotspot Analysis weights, arguably the most significant weights used in the 

ranking function. Figure 5 shows some of the possible LUC values alongside their 

corresponding four-digit codes while Section 4.2. goes into further detail about hotspot
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PAI analysis. Additionally, Chapter 6 demonstrates some experiments using Hotspot

Analysis based on various LUC property types.

Figure 5: Land Use Codes

A B C

1 LUC COUNTS
2 LUCMeaning LUC Count
3 NULL (Missing LUC) 0000 27288
4 Agricultural vacant land 1000 1
5 Nurseries 1080 34
6 Greenhouses, vegetables, floriculture 1090 9
7 Agricultural vacant land (CAUV) 1100 6
8 Cash grain/general farm (CAUV) 1110 23
9 Livestock farms (not dairy or poultry) (CAUV) 1120 64
10 Fruit and nut farms (CAUV) 1150 3
11 Vegetable farms (CAUV) 1150 7
12 Timber (CAUV) 1210 22
13 Cither agricultural use (CAUV) 1990 7
14 Oil and gas rights-working interest 2400 452
15 Oil and gas rights-separate royalty interest 2500 363
16 Industrial vacant land 3000 1117
17 Loose material and storage yard 3010 26
18 Equipment and machinery storage yard 3020 42
19 Salvage yard, scrap metals, etc. 3030 121
20 Vehicle recycling yard 3040 33
21 Billboard sites 3050 6
22 Land fill 3060 28
23 Recreational vehicle storage yard 3070 2
24 Food and drink processing plants and storage 3100 67
25 Foundries and heavy manufacturing plants 3200 50
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CHAPTER IV 

OVERVIEW OF THE FRAMEWORK

4.1. Architecture

This chapter is dedicated to explaining the overall architecture of the property 

recommendation system. The framework is divided into six phases of data processing 

pipelining; the first phase is big data collection and geospatial information integration 

that is followed by the second phase for big data preprocessing and deriving geospatial 

information with a variety of big data analytic methods to derive hidden relevant features 

and to discover location-based complex information in the surrounding areas. The third 

and fourth phases are natural language processing phases to analyze a user-given query 

sentence to derive and determine relevant factors and weights of features to generate a 

candidate set in the following fifth phase. Finally, in the sixth phase, a well-defined 

system ranking model is used to calculate a score for each candidate in the set to identify 

the Top-N recommendation list to display. Figure 6 provides an overview of the 

architecture of the framework with tasks of each phase of the data processing pipelining. 

The tasks in each phase will be described in a corresponding subsection throughout this 

chapter.
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Figure 6: Framework Overview for the Property Recommendation System

4.2. Big Data Collection and Geospatial Information Integration

The first stage in the process is about collecting and integrating the big data into a 

single usable database. After collecting all the Land Use Data files from the different 
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sites and big data repository, extensive preprocessing is done for data integration. 

Different file formats, such as GeoJSON and CSV, are converted into a unified format. 

Then the manual preliminary feature selection begins from this early stage. Each variable 

from each file is looked through and analyzed to see if it is a good fit for this 

recommendation system. Generally, the ones selected are features that an average user 

would look for in a property, such as the location and house style. The ones that are 

selected are then subset into a Land Use Data database for future use and preprocessing. 

Additionally, from the Cuyahoga County government office comes the People Data 

warehouse files. These roughly 1,500 files are first merged into three main files to 

prevent the database from having to store a ridiculous number of tables. Once the data is 

joined, the information is moved to a People Data database just like with the Land Data.

With the two databases created, the next step is to integrate all the data using the 

Cuyahoga County census tract maps [63, 64, 65]. The Land Data has a unique identifier 

for the data in the form of a parcel number, and the People Data has the same as a 

geocode. The tract maps aid in aligning and integrating these two variables since the 

information covers the same area, namely the county. Subsequently after the work is 

finished, the combined information is stored in a new database called the integrated Land 

Use and People Data database for use in the next section about preprocessing the data and 

deriving the geospatial information.

4.3. Big Data Preprocessing and Deriving Geospatial Information

This phase is the most complicated component of the property recommendation 

system. This second stage is divided into two subcomponents; one is the big data 

integration part, and the other is the big data analytic part which derives the information 
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from the complex geospatial maps and discovers the location-based hidden knowledge 

from the surrounding areas of each property by applying big data analytic techniques.

In the big data integration subcomponent, the integrated data in the consolidated 

database from the previous stage is processed into a finalized format for completion with 

normalized weights and preprocessed derived factors for the next phase of processing. 

First, from the database, several variables are pulled for preprocessing. The lot size and 

income are the first two which are normalized into weights for use later in the ranking 

function. Doing this allows the variables to hold the same amount of significance so one 

variable that happens to have values in the thousands does not completely overshadow a 

different variable that is usually in the single digits when the two are summed together. 

Moreover, from the People Data, the RAC and WAC populations are calculated with 

respect to the tract areas by dividing the total populations. The tract populations are then 

normalized like the previous variables for the same reason.

In the next subcomponent, Deriving Geospatial Information, two other variables, 

the LUC and tract values, are also pulled from the database, but these are used for data 

analytic methods to create a knowledge base in a matrix form that is derived from one of 

the data analytic methods, Hot Spot Analysis [9]. The Hot Spot matrix leads to the 

Prediction Accuracy Index (PAI) [9] analysis to obtain weights that represent the 

concentration intensity of each type of property and in which tract they are located. The 

final PAI values are also normalized into weights in the same scale as the other variables. 

The detailed data analytic methodologies employed in this phase will be described in 

great deal in the following Chapter 5 Methodologies.
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With the weights preprocessed and normalized, the remaining step is to 

incorporate those values into the integrated Land Use Data and People Data database. 

This allows for the creation of the final preprocessed version of the database which can 

easily queried to create candidates with all the relevant weights alongside them based on 

the text analysis of the user natural language input. The finalized database is pictured in 

Figure 7.

Figure 7: Preprocessed Land Use and People Data Database

4.4. Similar Adjectives Generator

In this phase, the Similar Adjective Generator, as shown in Figure 6, employees 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) technique Word2Vec [45, 46, 47] to create a 

language knowledge base to generate a similar context words list for a given term in a 

user query string. The generated lists are used for the fourth phase to analyze a user query 

string in a phrase or sentence given as an input to the system. In this third phase, correct 

word embeddings are generated to obtain a synonym list. A Word2Vec model [45, 46, 

47] is created, trained, and used to produce the most similar adjectives which are needed 

for the next phase. The Word2Vec process will be described in detail in Chapter 5.

4.5. Natural Language Query Analyzer

The fourth phase is the Natural Language Query Analyzer which uses the

language knowledge base from the previous phase in conjunction with other NLP 
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methods to derive relevant factors to analyze a user-given query sentence. This phase 

uses Part-of-Speech tagging (POS) [49], N-gram creation, and Named Entity Recognition 

(NER) techniques [4] to determine the relevance of specific derived weights. Moreover, 

this phase is about taking in the user input and processing it through text analysis 

techniques to determine a set of derived relevant factors with which to create candidates 

for the following phase. The NLP methodologies - POS and NER processes - will be 

discussed in detail in the following Chapter 5.

4.6. Candidate Generator

The Candidate Generator phase, the second-to-last phase, deals with filtering 

down the potential properties into the candidates that fit the needs of the user. This phase 

starts with searching from the preprocessed integrated database in the second phase and 

combining it with the determined relevant weights from the previous phase to produce a 

new candidate set. This candidate set is then used in the final phase to generate a score 

for each of the candidates and to generate the Top-N recommendations.

4.7. Ranking Function

The sixth phase of the framework ranks each candidate with the system ranking 

function to generate a score to produce the recommendation list. Each of the candidates 

and their weights are both sorted and normalized into their final weights before being 

returned as the Top-N recommendations to the user. The final subsection of Chapter 5 

details the algorithms of how the normalization is performed and how each of the 

individual weights as well as the final score are calculated.
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CHAPTER V 

METHODOLOGY

5.1. Geospatial Information

The geospatial information is a structured encoding scheme, called a geocode, 

that is used in geographical maps for the Census Bureau [7, 8]. It is also used in the Land 

Use Data based on its geographical location and its proximity to other nearby areas. 

These areas are divided up based on cities, census tracts, census blocks, neighborhoods, 

and property lines. In this recommendation system the geospatial information is used to 

integrate the Land Use Data and the People Data. More importantly, it is also used to 

derive geospatial knowledge using data analytic methods for additional key factors.

Census Blocks are a geographical unit of areas for statistics bounded by visible 

features, such as streets, roads, streams, and railroad tracks, and by nonvisible 

boundaries, such as selected property lines and city, township, school district, and county 

limits and short line-of-sight extensions of streets and roads [7]. They are the smallest 

unit of tabulation geography defined by the Census Bureau - there were a total of 

11,166,336 defined for the 2010 census, covering the U.S. and its territories - but are 

diverse in size. While the largest block is over 8,500 square miles in Alaska, half the 

blocks are smaller than a tenth of a square mile (6.4 acres) [7]. However, these units only
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make up the final four digits of geocodes and are the lowest on the geographical 

hierarchy.

The next unit size up are the Census Tracts. Census tracts are small, relatively 

permanent statistical subdivisions of a county each uniquely numbered in each county 

with a numeric code [8]. Each census tract averages about 4,000 inhabitants with the 

minimum and maximum being, 1,200 and 8,000 individuals, respectively. Each tract 

number also has a unique four- or six-digit identification code. The discrepancies come 

from updates to the census tracts by the Participant Statistical Areas Program (PSAP) [8]. 

PSAP is a program offered once every ten years for local involvement in delineating 

statistical areas. They split or merge current census tracts depending on population 

changes over the past decade. Ideally census tracts are relatively permanent to allow data 

from different decades to be easily compared. However, when a tract has a population 

over 8,000 it is split into two or more tracts with each tract being given a unique 

extension to its existing numeric code. Minor revisions are also sometimes allowed. 

Figures 8-1 and 8-2 showcase an example of a census tract from 1970 being split and 

renamed several times [8].

Figure 8-1: Splitting a Census Tract
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Figure 8-2: Splitting a Census Tract (continued)

The remaining parts of the geospatial information are the county and state codes. 

In a similar fashion to the previous parts, each has a unique numeric identifier determined 

by their FIPS codes with Ohio having a state code of 39 and Cuyahoga County having a 

county code of 035 [2]. Combining the state code, the county code, the census tract code, 

and the census block code creates the geocode of the property. Figure 9 showcases the 

layout of the geocodes in more detail and Figure 10 displays the relationships between 

the counties, tracts, and blocks [1, 7].

06|067|00l IO1|1O85

Sacramento 
County

001101
Tract 11.01

06 - identifies California,
067 — identifies Sacramento County within California,

001101 — identifies Census Tract 11.01 within Sacramento County' and
1085 - identifies Census Block 1085 within tract 11.01.

Figure 9: Breakdown of a Geocode
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Figure 10: County-Tract-Block Group-Block Relationship

5.2. Hotspot Analysis

In the second phase of the recommendation system architecture, a data analytic 

method called Hotspot Analysis [9, 28] is used to derive geospatial knowledge from the 

data using the LUC and tract variables to create a matrix. Hotspot Analysis is the process 

of identifying locations that are statistically significant hot spots or cold spots in the data 

by aggregating points of occurrence into polygons or by converging points that are in 

proximity to one another based on calculated distance [9, 28, 69]. The hot spots indicate 

areas with a high frequency of cases while the cold areas indicate areas with a low 

frequency. This technique is often used to identify high crime locations, such as by The 

U.S. National Institute of Justice who described criminal hotspots in a report as, “an area 

that has a greater than average number of criminal or disorder events, or an area where 

people have a higher than average risk of victimization” [42]. Generally, though, the 

polygon maps will be in the shape of administration boundaries or custom square grids, 
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examples of which can be seen in Figure 11 with the hot spots in red and the cold spots in 

blue [69].

Figure 11: Hotspot Analysis Map Examples

One reliable and well-known method to calculate whether an area is a hotspot or 

not is the Predictive Accuracy Index (PAI) measure [9, 28]. It was proposed by Chainey 

et al [9] in 2008 to define a measure for testing forecasting accuracy. It measures the hit 

rate against the areas where targets are predicted to occur with respect to the size of the 

study area”. The criminology field, specifically those working on forecasting and 

prediction, have principally relied on this measure since its inception [9]. Hotspot PAI 

analysis works by measuring how many instances of a data point appears in a specified 

area versus how many instances of that same type exist in the entire area. The magnitude 

of the resulting answer indicates the frequency, so by comparing the PAI value for one 

area against all other areas it is possible to identify the locations with the highest 

concentration of the given data type. Furthermore, by normalizing all the values, PAI 
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weights can be created to be used in the ranking function in the final phase. The PAI 

analysis formula is shown in (1) with n and N indicating the number of nodes in the given 

area and the entire area, respectively, and a and A indicating the size of the selected area 

and entire area, also respectively [9, 28].

n/MPrediction Accuracy Index (PAI) = ON (1)
/A

In addition to the PAI measure, Hunt [28] proposed the Prediction Efficiency 

Index (PEI*) as a complimentary measure. Hunt sought to define a measure for testing 

forecasting efficiency by measuring how well a forecast does compared to how well it 

could have done. Despite it being only recently introduced, it is the only known plausible 

alternative at this time. The formula for it is shown in (2) with n* indicating the 

maximum obtainable n value for the area a [28].

_ __ _ . ____ PAI n*Prediction Efficiency Index (PEI ) = —— = — (2)
n “ /N n

a/A

5.2.1. Hotspot Analysis by Site Category

To better explain PAI analysis, below is an example showcasing the hotspot 

technique over the Downtown Cleveland area. The value being analyzed was the 

SiteCat1 variable which specifies the main site category type for each property and 

comes from the Land Use Data. There are nine possible values, as well as a tenth serving 

as a combination of the other nine, which include commercial, government, and 

residential spaces as well as many others listed in the map key. The map in Figure 12 

shows colored points specifying each property and its type.
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Table 3 lists each possible SiteCat1 value, the number of points of that type in the 

downtown area, n, the number of points of that type in all of Cuyahoga County, N, and 

the PAI value. The area variables a and A represented the square mileage of the 

downtown area, 77.7 mi2, and the entire county, 457 mi2, respectively. Not surprising 

given the area in question, the SiteCat1 types with the highest PAI values are the 

commercial and utility types. This makes sense since the downtown area is a public hub 

of stores, businesses, restaurants, and utility sites, such as power stations and water 

processing facilities.

Downtown Area
Cleveland Ohio

Source Cuyinoga Coimty

Figure 12: Hotspot PAI Analysis of the Downtown Cleveland Area

Table 3. The Hotspot PAI Analysis Results of Downtown, Cleveland
SiteCat1 n N PAI

Agricultural 0 157 0
Commercial 1314 23337 0.3311658
Government 335 28673 0.06871742
Industrial 187 6679 0.1646741
Institutional 99 9258 0.06289458
Mixed 28 2804 0.05873206
Other 1 246 0.02390893
Residential 869 456027 0.0112079
Utility 57 886 0.3783871
Everything 2890 528067 0.03218874
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5.2.2. Hotspot Analysis by Land Use Code

For this thesis hotspot PAI analysis is also performed on the property LUC values 

to discover the most ideal and relevant areas for each type of establishment. To that end, 

a table is created with every LUC in Cuyahoga County listed with the number of cases 

for each type. Next, a matrix is created between the LUC information and all 446 tract 

numbers with the values being the number of the given type of property being in the 

given tract. The total land area of the tracts as well as the county is also recorded from the 

United States Boundary website [59] pictured in Figure 13.

Figure 13: United States Boundary Website

From there a second matrix is created to calculate the PAI values by using the 

first matrix. To do that, the count of a given type of LUC in each tract from the first 

matrix is divided by the total count of the given LUC across the county. Then the 

resulting value is divided by the area of the tract over the area of the entire county. The 

final value is stored in the new matrix in the corresponding location and this process is 

repeated across every tract for every type of LUC. Some of the results can be seen in
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Figure 14 where a higher PAI value indicates a stronger concentration of the type of 

property, also known as a hotspot, with the lower values indicating a cold spot. Any zeros 

in the second matrix indicate that there are no properties of the given type in the given 

tract. These are the values normalized and used in the ranking function phase of the 

architecture.

PAI ANALYSIS TRACT

IUC Meaning 1351M 135105 135106 136101 136102 136103 137101
NULL I Milling mXj p.MHUiTS p.llfrllMJl p.WHim? 0G91C6371 CL0S36KW1 pLUTpiTiW 0-440791924
Agricultural vacant land 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Nurserle; Q 0 0 0 4,970968794 0 0
Grf enhuuset, vegetable^, llariculurrt 0 0 0 o 0 0 0
Agricultural vacant landKAUV^ O 0 0 0 14,08441158 0 0
Cash jrain/general farm4CAUV| 5cl7V*»9» 0 0 fl iMNTm fl 0
Livestock farms (not dairy dr poultry) fCAUV} 0 4.715140264 0 2.588201993 1,32(1413586 0 0
Fruit and nut farms LCAUV) 0 0 0 a 0 0 0
Sr rgetable farms fCAuv) fl fl 0 0 0 0 0
Timber fCAUV) 0 0 0 0 3.841203159 0 0
Other agricultural uselCAUV) □ □ 0 0 u.onaun 0 0
Oil and gas righH-worti ng i interest 1.317005439 1.6690762 1.338876287 10.62766128 3.739224314 7.04705861 0
Oil and gas rights-separate realty Interest 0 1.246979243 0 78 5437253 3.026402489 10.J2335275 0
industrial vacant Janet 0 p.TcHdffiM 114 7793115 fl pLBlSUjM 4.2975J3S99
Loose material and storage yard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Equipment and machinery storage yard 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.442619048
salvage yard, scrip metals, ent- 0 0 0 a a 0 0
Vehicle recydIng yard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0illbo?nJ;Ae5 o 0 fl fl a fl p
UndflUI 0 0 0 0 0 IJ.38348946 0
Recreational vehicle storage yard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
fwdand dnnk pnmjejsing plants and storage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Foundries and heavy manufacturing plants 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.5718
Manufacturing and assembly, mediv m o iSBMB P.4JKW717 0 0 0 3.97171971
Manufacturing and assembly, light 0 0.037910675 0.248814469 0 0 0.141232803 5.858336683
Small shops (machine, tool and die, etc,) 0 0.205006058 0.074749516 0 0 0.254577245 5.590516304
Mines a nd q carries 0 fl fl fl fl fl 0
Grain elevators 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Contract and construction service facilities 0 0 0 a 0,488476702 0 3,963988439
Bulk oil storage turn m>es 0 0 15.00426649 a 0 0 0
Research and development facilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transportation facilities 0 fl IHITOMf fl a fl 15.19999333
Communication facilities 0 0 1.375391095 0 2.112661738 0 0
Utility service facilities 0 0.867152232 0.6321*3722 0 a 0 0
CM he-r indj-tfri.il itructur^'. 0 0 P.K42IHSM a a 1.M19JM73 S.J5694W2
NULL I Missing LUC meaning) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 14: LUC PAI Analysis Matrix

5.3. K-Means Clustering Analysis

Used for experiments detailed in Section 6.3., K-means clustering (KMC) is a 

clustering algorithm designed to try and group data points on a graph [25, 54]. Its goal is 

to try to minimize the distance between points in a cluster and maximize the distance 
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between clusters. It is used to create correlations among what would otherwise be 

arbitrary points based on latent factors. KMC works by first plotting all observations on a 

map and randomly grouping them into K groups where K is a predetermined integer. 

Next, the centroids of each group are plotted, and every observation is regrouped to the 

closest one. After that the centroids are moved to the new centers of all the points within 

a given cluster. This process repeats until the results converge with the accuracy of the 

clustering being measured using a sum of squares approach to determine the variance 

within the clusters. Figure 15 showcases an example of this algorithm with the objective 

function for it is shown in (3) [54]. In it, k represents the number of clusters, n is the 

number of cases, and ||xi(j)-cj||2 is the measured distance between a data point xi(j) and a 

cluster centroid cj, an indicator of the n data points from their respective cluster centers 

[3]. The experiments for the KMC analysis are described in detail in Section 6.3.

J = 5=13=1 Hx®-Cjll2 (3)

Figure 15: K-Means Clustering Example
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5.4. Natural Language Processing

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are widely employed to process 

and analyze unstructured texts in a natural language. NLP involves ‘understanding’ 

complete human utterances, at least to the extent of being able to give useful responses to 

them [5]. Natural language processing is broadly defined as the automatic manipulation 

of natural language, such as speech and text, by software [6]. It is all about 

understandings what a user means by using Part-of-Speech tagging, Named Entity 

Recognitions, Chunking, Semantic Role Labeling, and other text analysis techniques to 

provide them with meaningful results. This section goes into further detail about three 

natural language text analysis techniques used in this recommendation system.

In the third and fourth phases, the NLP methods are used to analyze the natural 

language input from a user to derive relevant features. The system starts with using POS 

tagging and N-gram creation to mark each term in the user input and to create unigrams, 

bigrams, and trigrams from it, respectively. That information is then combined with the 

most similar adjectives generated from the Word2Vec embeddings [45, 46, 47] and lists 

of potential factors for each variable to determine the relevant features. These features 

include the LUC, city, and relevant lot size and income. The relative lot size and income 

factors indicate whether the user is looking for a larger or smaller property and a higher 

or lower income neighborhood, respectively. There are related factors as well, such as the 

number of bedrooms and bathrooms for residential homes. Each of these processes are 

detailed further below in the following subsections.
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5.4.1. Part-of-Speech Tagging

One such technique is Part-of-Speech tagging (POS) [49] which is used in the 

fourth phase of the architecture to label each word with a grammatical tag that indicates 

its syntactic role in the sentence [10]. In schools English is commonly said to have only 

nine parts of speech: noun, verb, article, adjective, preposition, pronoun, adverb, 

conjunction, and interjection. However, that is not the case because of subcategories, 

such as plural, possessive, and singular forms for nouns alone [49]. Figure 16 

demonstrates many different parts of speech with examples [49]. The open class groups 

are for classes that still allow new words to be added, while the closed classes are finite. 

Nevertheless, words often belong to more than one category and this is the core reason 

behind why Part-of-Speech tagging is difficult to perfect. For example, the word “back” 

can be an adjective, “The back door”, a noun, “On my back”, an adverb, “Win the voters 

back”, or a verb base form, “Promised to back the bill” [49].

Figure 16: English Parts of Speech (left) and the Penn Treebank Tagset (right)

To clear the confusion the Penn Treebank Tagset was created which defined 36 

parts of speech with a unique tag and definition, also pictured in Figure 16 [49, 52]. 

Using this, and by assigning every word its most common tag, leads to a baseline 
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accuracy of about 90%. This is because most words are unambiguous, such as articles 

and punctuation marks, but 11% of words and 40% of word tokens are ambiguous and 

these ones tend to be very common words, such as “that” which can be a preposition, 

determiner, or an adverb. Therefore, to accurately assign each word a tag, the knowledge 

of the neighboring words and the probabilities of each tag for a given word must be 

considered. The capitalization, prefixes, suffixes, word shapes, and other indicators also 

aid in this matter.

The concept to take away from this is that POS tagging is a sequence 

classification problem. Every natural language input is a just a sequence of observations 

in a sliding window that need to be classified. By independently assigning each word a 

classifier while also considering the nearby words and their features, tags become more 

accurate. This concept can be improved upon by increasing the window size to observe 

more words and by looking at the token tags instead of just the words themselves. This 

concept is called forward classification, but it also works in reverse. Backward 

classification can sometimes help make a word less ambiguous due to word ordering. 

Some examples of forward classification can be seen in Figure 17 [49].

K \ John saw the saw and decided to take it to the table.

classifier 
I

NNP
NNP

John saw the saw and decided to take it to the table

classi ler

VB
D

Figure 17-1: Forward Classification Example
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Figure 17-2: Forward Classification Example (continued)

A more advanced concept is the Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM) 

which is a sequence version of the logistic regression, also known as maximum entropy, 

classifier [30]. It determines the best tag sequence by calculating the probability of a 

given word having a specific tag based on the word itself, the previous word, and the 

previous tags. Instead of each word being treated as conditionally independent, a Markov 

chain, a sequence of possible events, is created. The equation for MEMM is shown in (4) 

with T, ti, and Wi representing the tag sequence, the tag at position i, and the word at 

position i, respectively. Figure 18 shows an example of the MEMM model [30, 49].

T = argmax P(T|W) =
Targmax niP(ti|Wi,ti-i)

T
(4)

Figure 18: Maximum Entropy Markov Model Example

From these concepts new POS models were developed such as the Stanford 

CoreNLP model pictured in Figure 19 [35, 41]. It is an integrated NLP toolkit with a 

broad range of grammatical analysis tools for use in breaking down natural language user 

input across six languages. The model can provide the base forms of words and their 
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parts of speech, it can indicate whether each word is a name of a company, person, etc., 

and it can normalize dates, times, and numeric quantities. One example of the model 

being tested can be seen in Figure 19. It uses the natural language input of “Alexander 

Nwala has been a Computer Science PhD Student at Old Dominion University in Norfolk 

Virginia since May 2014, under the supervision of Dr. Michael Nelson”. There each word 

is assigned a Part-of-Speech tag based on nearby words and probabilities, such as 

“Alexander” being tagged “NNP” to indicate that it is a singular proper noun, or “been” 

being tagged as a “VBN” meaning a past participle verb. Their research has led to the 

model achieving a 97% accuracy.

Figure 19: Text Analysis using the Stanford CoreNLP

5.4.2. Named Entity Recognition

Named Entity Recognition (NER) [29] is another common text analysis practice 

that aims for finding and classifying names of persons, dates, locations, and organizations 

in natural language text, an example of which can be seen in Figure 19 [29]. It is used for 

a variety of reasons such as attributing sentiment analysis with companies and products, 

question and answering systems, and web page tags for quicker searching. Unlike POS 

tagging, NER is evaluated based on entities, such as the N-grams used in the User 

Natural Language Input Processor portion, instead of individual tokens. More
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specifically, NER models are evaluated using precision, P, which is the percentage of 

selected items that are correct, recall, R, which is the percentage of correct items that are 

selected, and the F-measure, which is the precision-recall tradeoff. F-measure is also a 

weighted harmonic mean, which can be seen in (5), with a very conservative average, so 

generally a balanced Fi-measure is used with p, a parameter that controls a balance 

between P and R, being set to one and a being set to one-half. Doing this reduces the 

formula significantly to just F = 2PR/(P+R) [53].

F - measure = 1
i 1

ap+(1-a)R

(P2+1)PR 
P2P+R

where a = —— 
32+1

(5)

Regardless, many advanced NER models have been developed such as the 

Stanford NER one which uses a conditional random field (CRF) [19]. A CRF is a 

sequence modeling algorithm that assumes features are codependent while also 

considering future observations and learning new patterns, somewhat like a MEMM [4]. 

The goal of each model is to not just memorize given answers for an unlabeled training 

set, but to come up with its own patterns that can be generalized across new examples. 

Figure 20 showcases an overview of a NER model that starts with the training data being 

provided with the natural language text and the proper labels for each entity [24]. From 

there an error gradient based on the loss function is fine-tuned by calculating the 

difference between the training examples and the expected outputs. If there is a large 

difference, then the gradient becomes more significant and the model is updated 

accordingly. This learning process repeats until a working model is successfully trained 

and produced.
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Figure 20: NER Model Overview

5.4.3. Word2Vec Model

The third and final text analysis technique from the NLP literature is the 

Word2Vec model [45, 46, 47]. It is used to generate the most similar adjectives in the 

third phase of this recommendation system. Word2Vec is an NLP algorithm with a neural 

network architecture to generate word embeddings by training a text corpus in a skip

gram model [45, 46, 47] that can be used to find highly comparable words in 

relationships [44, 45, 46, 47]. The overview of the model is that it is a simple trained 

neural network with a single hidden layer that is designed to perform a task so the hidden 

layer weight values can be determined, as that is what is truly most important. The task is 

for the network to select a random word within a predetermined window size around the 

input word and to calculate the probability of each word being selected. The output 

probabilities indicate how likely it is that two given words are closely related. So, for 

example, if the input word was “British”, then the output probabilities for words like 

“Columbia” and “Parliament” would be much higher than other words like “Bicycle” or 

“Computer”. This works because given enough examples, the first two words would 

appear as a pair much more frequently than the latter two words.

To train the model, the input source texts are split up into predetermined window 

sizes. Next, the input word is set as the first word in the sequence and training samples 
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are created by combining the input word with the other words in the window. This allows 

the network to learn the frequencies of the pairs based on how many times they show up 

meaning pairs like (“British”, “Columbia”) are going to appear far more often than 

(“British”, “Bicycle”). After the model has been trained on every possible pair, it will be 

possible to pass new input words to it and have it print out a list of the most similar 

words. Figure 21 showcases an example of input sentences, the windows, and the 

determined training sample pairs [44].

Figure 21: Creating the Word2Vec Pairs

On the input end, the natural language sentences are not simply being fed into the 

neural network. Instead the entire input text corpus is broken down into the individual 

words and then transformed into a one-hot encoded vector. If there are 10,000 words, 

then each vector will be 10,000 bits long with only one bit being a one and the rest being 

zeros. After each vector passes through the network, the output will be a single vector of 

the same length with values indicating the likelihood that a randomly selected nearby 

word is that vocabulary word. This means that when the trained network is given an input 

word to evaluate, it will return a vector with the floating-point probabilities of every 

word, so the word “British” would return a high probability for the words “Columbia” 
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and “Parliament”. Figure 22 shows an overview of the network with the input vectors, 

hidden neurons, and output layer [44].

Figure 22: Word2Vec Neural Network Overview

The next part, the hidden layer, is where the weight matrix is created. If the input 

vector is 10,000 bits long and there are 300 hidden neurons, then a matrix of size 10,000 

by 300 is created with the rows indicating the word vectors. Furthermore, by taking one 

of the one-hot encoded vectors and multiplying it by the weight matrix, the output left is 

simply one selected row that has the probability weights for the input word. This concept 

is shown in Figure 23 with an example [44].

11 18 25

[0 0 0 1 0] x

17 24 1
23 5 7
4 6 13 = [10 12 19]
10 12 19

Figure 23: Matrix Multiplication

Moreover, a skip-gram model works by predicting the context of words by using a 

radius of neighboring output context words [40]. As the center word at position t shifts 

down the input sentence, the windows of neighboring words, m, move with it. The idea is 

to maximize the probability of any context word given the current center word. Figure 24 
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showcases an example of part of an input sentence with labels explaining each part [40]. 

To calculate the probability of an output context word, the weight of it, wt+j, must be 

taken with respect to the center word weight, wt, where j is an integer indicating the 

number of spaces to the left or right of the center word. So, for example, to calculate the 

probability of the word “turning” being near the word “banking”, the formula p(wt-2|wt) 

must be evaluated.

m word
position t 2 position t window

>■------- *------- "S. >■-------- *--------X"----------------------*--------
turning into banking crises as

center word output 
context words

Figure 24: Skip-gram Example

By expanding on this idea, it is possible to create an objective function to 

maximize the probability of any context word given the current center word. Shown in 

(6), alongside the negative log likelihood loss (7), 6 represents the variables being 

optimized and T represents the final possible position of the word at position t [40].

J‘(0) = nT=1 n-m^m p(wt+ |wt; 9) (6)
j*0J(0) = -1ST=1S-m<j<ml0gP(Wt+j|Wt) (7)

j*0

Lastly, there is the output layer which uses a softmax regression, which is a way 

in which each output neuron will produce a value from zero to one and the sum of all the 

values will equal one. Basically, this step takes the input vector for a single word, vc, the 

output weights from the matrix for the other words, uo, and calculates the softmax 

between them to decide the probabilities of the nearby words. It decides which words are 

most likely to appear in the vicinity of the input word based on the weight matrix. Figure
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25 demonstrates an example of this concept with the equation for it being shown in (8), o 

being the nearby outside words and c being the center word [44].

Output weights for "car"

Figure 25: Word2Vec Output Layer Calculations

Word vector for "ants'

300features

Probability that if you 
randomly pick a word 
nearby "ants", that it is "car"

p(o|c) exp(u\vc)
Sw=i exp(urvvc)

(8)

The great part about this system is that it does not simply need to be used to 

calculate which words are most likely to be near each other. Pictured in Figure 26, the 

Word2Vec model can be used to determine which two words are synonymous. The word 

weight vectors for the synonymous words will be very similar meaning the words are 

more likely to appear around the same words. This also works for stemming words 

because terms like “Bicycle” and “Bicycles” are also both likely to appear around the 

same words. Regardless, when plotted, the synonyms will cluster near each other and the 

antonyms will be further out.

Figure 26: Word2Vec Associations between Similar Words
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Additionally, it can also be used to determine which words are similar based on 

context, a concept of which is used on user reviews in the recommendation system 

architecture [16]. The Word2Vec model is implemented as the similar adjectives 

generator by training it with the TripAdvisor hotel review data obtained in a JSON file 

format [48]. Hotel review data is chosen for three reasons. First, despite the large 

diversity of businesses within the Land Data, few have conventional review datasets in a 

natural language format. For instance, there are no datasets or websites for reviewing 

banks or parks, and while there is information about residential properties, most of it is 

basic information about the property, such as the number of bedrooms and bathrooms, 

instead of a written user review. Second, hotels vary widely in style which somewhat 

mimics the variety of properties across the county. Third, the dataset consists of over 

870,000 reviews which serves as a more than adequate basis for training the Word2Vec 

model. Moreover, the data is transformed from a JSON file format to a CSV one for ease 

of access. From there the English reviews can be subset away from the French reviews 

leaving over 770,000 in total. Figure 27 shows a section from the English hotel reviews 

CSV file.

Figure 27: English Hotel Reviews CSV File

combinedRevlew.0.hotel_class combinedReview.O.address.region combinedReview.O^ddress.street - 
address

combinedReview.O-address.postal- combi nedReview.O^ddress.locality combinedReview.O.name

3.0 NY 2130 Broadway at 75th Street 10023 New York City Hotel Beacon

5.0 NY 130 West 44th Street 10036 New York City The Chatwal

4.0 NY 4B5 Sth Avenue 10017 New York City Andaz 5th Avenue

4.0 NY 48S Sth Avenue 10017 New York City Andaz Sth Avenue

5.0 NY 130 West 44th Street 10036 New York City The Chatwal

4.0 NY 851 Avenue of the Americas (Sixth Avenue) 10001 New York City Event! - a Kimpton Hotel

4.0 NY 851 Avenue of the Americas (Sixth Avenue) 10001 New York City Eventl - a Kimpton Hotel

4.0 NY ISO East SOth Street 10022 New York City San Carlos Hotel

4.0 NY ISO East SOth Street 10022 New York City San Carlos Hotel

3.0 NY 2130 Broadway at 75th Street 10023 New York City Hotel Beacon
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Since the Word2Vec model only requires the review text, the preprocessing only 

involves separating and cleaning the text into a usable format. Typos, grammatical 

mistakes, punctuation errors, and other minor issues are resolved. Afterwards the script is 

written to generate the Word2Vec model and the review data is passed to it to train it. A 

short while passes before it is ready to be used. The hotel review data produces a 

vocabulary that contains 317,843 unique terms and is given various common adjectives 

to describe size and quality. The model returns the top ten most common words in the 

vocabulary which are used in the user natural language input processor during the text 

analysis section to better filter out nonideal recommendations. Part of the Word2Vec 

model output can be seen in Figure 28. These are the outputs for the words, “Upscale”, 

“Low-end”, “Big”, and “Small” with the corresponding similarity weights next to them.

[('highend', 0.8537287712097168), ('posh', 0.8134560585021973), ('upmarket', 0.7848376631736755), 

[('roadside', 0.7485610246658325), ('runofthemill', 0.7338515520095825), ('midrange', 0.7230986952 

[('huge', 0.8543233871459961), ('large', 0.7141646146774292), ('massive', 0.6999571323394775), ('b 

[('smallish', 0.8727933764457703), ('tiny', 0.8525772094726562), ('miniscule', 0.8263484239578247)

Figure 28: Word2Vec Model Similar Adjectives Output

5.5. Defining Feature Sets by Category and Method

This section covers the feature sets, how they are selected or derived, how they 

are preprocessed, and how they are incorporated. Appearing mainly in the second phase, 

the following factors are selected based on the unique information they represented and 

the relevance to the property recommendation system. The features come from the Land 

Use Data, derived geospatial information, Hotspot Analysis calculations, and the People 

Data. They are incorporated using natural language processing. This is done so the 

system can provide more accurate and user-specific recommendations based on their 

individual needs.
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5.5.1. Land Use Characteristic Feature Set

The Land Use Data provides the LUCs and the city variables. The LUCs 

determine how the given property is designed, whether it be for a bank, gas station, or 

multi-family home, and the city determines the general area in the county. The first is 

selected because it provides a direct description of how the property is primarily used. 

Other variables are highly correlated with specific types of properties, such as the 

variable indicating how many safes there are being tied to banks, but many more are 

vague, so the LUC is the optimal choice. Similarly, the city variable is also 

straightforward. It is chosen over other variables describing the location, such as the full 

address, because when a user is looking to start a business or find a home, they start with 

the location. In large a city will hold properties of all shapes and sizes, but the cities vary 

widely in terms of attractions and proximity to points of interest, so this variable takes 

precedence.

5.5.2. Derived Geospatial Information Feature Set

Other key factors also come from the Land Data, but the geospatial information 

must be derived from them first for them to be made useful. The property lot size, which 

indicates the square footage, and the tract number, which is the way in which cities are 

subdivided, are two of these variables. The first on its own is useful, but by dividing the 

values with respect to the LUC types, it is possible to see the average sizes for each 

property type. Normalizing all of them together leads to recommendation issues since 

factories, malls, and parks tend to be far larger than car washes, gas stations, and single

family homes. Therefore, the relevant LUC average lot sizes are calculated to be used 

when appropriate. The tract numbers, on the other hand, are methodically determined 
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using the census tract maps and the Cuyahoga County websites. This is done because 

some cities are so much larger than others that it is impossible to generalize them into a 

single description. For example, the neighborhoods of Cleveland, such as Little Italy, 

Midtown, and The Flats, are all quite unique despite their proximity. Therefore, including 

the tracts is needed to account for these minute differences to tailor recommendations 

more closely.

Another important geospatial feature to be derived is a distance to the nearest 

property of the same land use type from a given candidate location. To identify the 

nearest distance, each distance needs to be derived from the GPS location of each 

candidate position to the location of each property of the same land use type in each 

target track.

5.5.3. Hotspot Analysis Feature Set

The third category includes the Hotspot Analysis factors which provided the PAI 

values, a numerical reflection of the most and least concentrated areas for different types 

of properties. This information is vital as it shows exactly where the best areas currently 

exist for every type of business. The reason there are so many of one type of property in 

one specific area is not pure random chance, but rather because of other latent factors, 

such as nearby residential areas, relative distance to popular tourist attractions, ease of 

access, and history. The PAI values show firsthand which areas work and which areas do 

not according to current information, so by incorporating these values into the system, 

they can set it apart from other systems.
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5.5.4. People Demographic Feature Set

From the People Data, the populations and average incomes for every tract is 

calculated and used. The population count, which is split across the residential people, 

RAC, and working people, WAC, demographics, is quite useful for businesses that rely 

heavily on foot traffic. Some businesses such as farms are fine without it, though, so 

using the variables can further tailor suggestions to worthwhile areas based on the needs 

of the user. Additionally, the average incomes of the people living in each area is also an 

aid in determining which areas are best because higher end establishments, such as nice 

restaurants and luxury hotels, should be built in neighborhoods that can afford those 

amenities. Conversely, areas with a lower average income are more suited for fast food 

chains and motels. Simply put, a business will fail if there are no potential customers 

within a reasonable distance of it.

5.5.5. Natural Language Processing Incorporation

Finally, the NLP portion is where everything is tied together. From the user input, 

their unique requirements are derived which indicate which variables matter and which 

can be ignored. For example, when a user is looking for a property, they are likely to give 

the name of an area, so the natural language processor in phase four was made to 

recognize those entities and act accordingly. If the user specifies the name of a city, then 

that value is saved as a factor. Other times the user may specify a quality they are looking 

for in a property, so the system is also programmed to handle that. Regardless if the user 

prefers a larger or smaller property, the system pulls the information and determines the 

factors accordingly. The user may even simply list off what they want, such as the 
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number of bedrooms and bathrooms, so the model is also prepared to handle that and 

generate factors to further filter the potential candidates.

5.6. Ranking Model

The following section covers the final two phases of the system, the candidate 

generator and the ranking function. Here the process of selecting the candidates based on 

the derived and normalized weights as well as the algorithm to determine said weights are 

listed in detail. It is at these steps that all the heterogenous data preprocessing, geospatial 

data analysis, and NLP analytics come to a single point to produce the Top-N 

recommendations.

5.6.1. Candidate Generation

After the user inputs their natural language query, the next step is to generate the 

candidates from the large database of potential properties. To that end using natural 

language text processing, the LUC, city, adjectival descriptors, and the other factors, the 

candidates are determined. This is done through data pipelining and ends with an SQL 

query being created and used to generate a table of potential candidates.

Moreover, starting from the preprocessed Land Use Data and People Data from 

the second phase in conjunction with the determined relevant factors from the fourth 

phase, the candidate generator phase takes the data and determines the properties that fit 

the needs of the user. It works by selecting tuples from the finalized input data and 

narrowing the numbers down based on the determined relevant factors leaving only the 

potential candidates. Each of these candidates have all the qualities the user is looking 

for, so, for example, if they want a home in Strongsville, then only properties in 

Strongsville will be considered. Each relevant factor also has with it a relevant weight 
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which is a direct reflection of the accuracy of the factor. This means that if the user is 

looking for a small property, then the smallest properties will be given the highest 

weights and vice versa. This is to make sure the model does not simply single out the 

absolute smallest property as the most ideal recommendation, but rather to have the 

model treat all factors as relevant. One property might be larger in lot size, but if it more 

than makes up for it through the other factors, then it will be considered as a potential 

recommendation. Regardless, at this phase the candidates are selected based on the 

determined factors, the relevant weights are summed together, and the information is 

saved into a candidate table for the ranking function.

To be more specific, the first step is to determine the LUC from a potential list 

using POS tagging. The user input is scanned for any tokens that have a direct object tag 

as that is tag that determines the base type of property, such as an office building. From 

there up to two of the neighboring words before the direct object are analyzed to see if 

they are tagged as a compound or adjectival modifier. This is to differentiate single or 

double story office buildings from ones with three or more floors, which each have a 

different LUC code. Regardless, if the tokens are found, then the terms are concatenated 

together into a single string. The final step is to calculate the similarity between the final 

string and the list of potential LUCs. The one with the highest match is returned and 

saved for future use.

Next the city is derived using a tactic very similar to NER, more specifically by 

studying N-grams, which are strings of tokens of N-length. Given the names of the cities 

of Cuyahoga County, only unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams needed to be considered, N

grams of length one, two, and three, respectively. This is done by dividing the user input 
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into the corresponding lengths of terms and then searching through a list of potential city 

names for a match. To prevent cities such as “Cleveland” being named as the final city 

when the correct answer is “East Cleveland”, the unigrams are searched first followed by 

the bigrams and then the trigrams. Doing this forces the model to find the unigram 

“Cleveland” first, but then the city value is overwritten after it finds the bigram “East 

Cleveland”. In the event a city is not specified, the model opts to create recommendations 

on which city and tracts are the most ideal instead of individual properties.

Afterwards the adjectival descriptors are determined, which are values related to 

the quality and size of a given property. This is the section that separates the restaurants 

into the high-end ones and the low-end ones, and it is done through text analysis via the 

Word2Vec model. The Word2Vec model generates lists of positive and negative 

adjectives relating to quality and size separately to speed up the calculations by not 

having to retrain the model each time. Moreover, the user input text is searched for 

lemmas, also known as the dictionary or root form of a word, that are adjectives. If they 

relate to the quality or size, then they determine whether, for example, larger or smaller 

lot sizes are considered.

The last step is to determine the other miscellaneous factors, like the number of 

beds and baths for when a user is searching for a house or apartment. Like the first step, 

POS tagging is used only this time it searches for nouns. If the particular words are 

found, then the numeric tokens before them are saved as the corresponding value. This 

approach works well because when users are searching for quantities of an item, they put 

the quantity before the noun.
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With the variables are analyzed and determined, the only remaining step is to 

generate the SQL query from the results and to process it to generate the candidate table. 

This table only contains properties that match all the user requirements and is used later 

to generate the Top-N recommendations based on the scoring function.

5.6.2. Scoring Function

A ranking model is one of the fundamental problems in all areas of information 

retrieval. Given a query and collection of documents that match the query, the problem is 

to sort the documents in the collection according to some measure so that the best results 

appear first in the results list when shown to the user [50].

The final stage of the recommendation system, the ranking model, is where the 

candidates are finalized and returned using the scoring function. It starts with the 

candidate table from the previous phase that contains all the information of the potential 

recommendations as well as the sum of their relevant weights. This information is sorted 

on those weights so that the most ideal properties appear first in the list. Additionally, the 

weights are normalized to give the user a better understanding of their meanings. Instead 

of having weights that range from one obscure number to another, all the finalized 

normal weights are bound between zero and one. After that is finished, the Top-N 

recommendations from the candidate list with the highest weights are returned to the user 

for evaluation.

The scoring function, precisely, aims to rank each of the candidates in the table 

using weights related to five of the variables, specifically the PAI LUC value, the lot size, 

the average income, the RAC population, which is the population of the residents in the 

area, and the WAC population, which is the population of the workers in the area. These 
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weights are preprocessed normalized values and only the relevant ones are selected which 

is entirely dependent on the natural language user input. Meaning if the user does not 

specify anything about the size of a property, then the associated weight, in this case the 

lot size weight, will not be included. Furthermore, if a user specifies that they want a 

higher quality area, then only the candidates with an above average income level will be 

considered. The logic here is that higher quality areas demand higher average incomes 

since quality is not cheap. Conversely, if a user wants a lower income neighborhood, then 

only the areas with an average income below the median will be considered and the 

weights will be subtracted from one so that the cheapest neighborhoods appear first.

These concepts are carried throughout every variable and the individual weights 

are summed together to create each candidate weight, Wi, as shown in Equation (9). The 

weights wPAI, wSize, wIncome, wRAC, and wWAC refer to the PAI analysis, lot size, average 

tract income, RAC population, and WAC population factors, respectively, with C 

referring to the total number of candidates. The wPAI value is calculated by normalizing 

the count of a given LUC type in a specified tract, mujceT, and first dividing it by the total 

number of instances of that LUC, nLUC. Next, that value is divided by the area of the tract, 

aT, over the area of the county, which is the summation of all the tract areas. The lot size 

weight, wSize, is the most straightforward since it comes simply from normalizing the lot 

size variable of each candidate, CSize. Moreover, wIncome comes from the average income 

variables of the People Data which are recorded at a block level, BIncome, so the values of 

the blocks, B, belonging to a tract, T, were summed together into tract levels. From there 

the values are divided by the number of blocks within a tract, nBer, and normalized into a 

weight format. In a similar fashion, the wRAC and wWAC variables are also grouped into
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Wi = Zi=1 wPAI + wSize + wIncome + wRAC + wWAC (9)

where wPAI
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(10)

tract levels, but these values, the BRAC and BWAC ones which represent the respective 

populations of the given blocks, are added together and normalized to determine the 

relative population weights. It is important to note that the weight inversions and 

omissions are absent for simplicity. Namely, in Equation (8) it is assumed that the user 

provides positive specifications for all five weights. From there the candidate weights are 

then normalized again into their final values, Vk^, using Equation (10) to convert them into 

forms more akin to percentages which are easier for users to understand.
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CHAPTER VI 

EXPERIMENTS

This section covers the five experiments performed with the property 

recommendation system. In order they are about analyzing the utilities of each city in 

Cuyahoga County, performing Hotspot Analysis on the LUC variable, performing K- 

means clustering also on the LUC variable, testing the recommendation system with six 

different natural language input queries, and evaluating the system by comparing to real 

estate websites. There is a different subsection covering each experiment which explains 

the premise, set up, and results.

6.1. Utility Map Hotspot Analysis

The first experiment done is to see if there is any meaningful information that can 

be derived from the utility variables in the Land Data. In total four are listed, the 

electricity, gas, sewer, and water utilities of each property. To carry out the experiment, 

the GeoJSON files are subset into cities and converted into shapefiles, a geospatial file 

format. From there the shapefile polygons are plotted on a map with their color and 

tooltip information indicating the type of utility. This process is repeated for all sixty 

cities across all four utilities with the results for the City of Lakewood being shown in 

Figure 29. The results from this work show that hotspot maps indicate that most 
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properties have the same types of utilities with exceptions being made for places such as 

parks or storage facilities.

Figure 29: Lakewood Electricity (top left), Gas (top right), 
Sewer (bottom left), and Water (bottom right) Utilities

Additionally, the SiteCat1 variable, which indicates the primary usage of the 

property, is also mapped out for each city. This one provides more useful derived 

information because it showcases how cities are commonly laid out. For example, Figure 

30 demonstrates how commercial properties are almost entirely built near both residential 

properties and main city streets. Conversely, government properties appear to be built 

more randomly, perhaps to cover more ground, while the industrial properties are heavily 

grouped to one corner, likely because of the noise and pollution they emit. Perhaps while 

not too surprising, this pattern does repeat throughout each of the cities.
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Figure 30: Lakewood Property Site Categorization

6.2. Land Use Code by Hotspot Analysis

Next the LUC variable from the Land Use Data is investigated further by using 

Hotspot Analysis on a few select property types. The ones chosen are office buildings, 

restaurants, single family dwellings, and warehouses because they represent the different 

categories of commercial, residential, and industrial types. Moreover, each LUC hotspot 

PAI analysis value is calculated for each type and for each tract. The results are then 

mapped out with the blue areas indicating cold spots and the red areas indicating 

hotspots, which can be seen in Figure 31. From this some interesting observations are 

drawn such as the fact that most residential areas are located just outside Cleveland city 

limits and that most warehouses are found on the east side of the county. Additionally, 

the office buildings and restaurants both seem to occupy the same areas, so that may 

indicate that those areas are ideal for commercial settings of all kinds.
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Figure 31: Hotspot Analysis of Cuyahoga County Office Buildings (top left), Restaurants 
(top right), Single Family Dwellings (bottom left), and Warehouses (bottom right)

6.3. Land Use Code by K-Means Clustering

The third experiment done also used the LUC, but this time it is analyzed using 

KMC. It is performed twice, once on all commercial properties and once on all 

government properties, with a wide variety in the number of clusters. The graphs and 

maps for both tests can be seen below in Figure 32 and Table 4 for the commercial ones 

and Figure 33 and Table 5 for the government ones. This analysis is done to observe how 

the properties in Cuyahoga County are laid out and to see if there are any notable patterns 

that would otherwise be difficult to detect. The results reinforced the findings from the 

utility map Hotspot Analysis, namely that the commercial properties are always located 

off main city streets and that the government properties are more random and spread out. 

The former observation is so true that the commercial map looks just like a street map.
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Figure 32: K-Means Clustering on Commercial Properties

Table 4. K-Means Clustering Results for Commercial Properties
Commercial 
(N = 23337)

K = 2 K = 3 K = 4 K = 5 K = 7 K = 10

N in Cluster 1 9826 6196 5952 3299 5083 2584
N in Cluster 2 13511 7556 5942 5513 4646 766
N in Cluster 3 - 9585 4037 4080 3215 3214
N in Cluster 4 - - 7406 7051 2081 4260
N in Cluster 5 - - - 3394 2477 1651
N in Cluster 6 - - - - 3247 815
N in Cluster 7 - - - - 2588 2622
N in Cluster 8 - - - - - 1539
N in Cluster 9 - - - - - 3287
N in Cluster 10 - - - - - 2599
Accuracy 56.2% 70.3% 75.7% 82.3% 87.5% 91.5%
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Figure 33: K-Means Clustering on Government Properties

Table 5. K-Means Clustering Results for Government Properties
Government 
(N = 28673)

K = 2 K = 3 K = 4 K = 5 K = 7 K = 10

N in Cluster 1 6637 5230 16374 5350 2295 3453
N in Cluster 2 22036 21123 4686 1481 3436 2600
N in Cluster 3 - 2320 2262 3791 840 4200
N in Cluster 4 - - 5351 6267 2244 5787
N in Cluster 5 - - - 11784 7837 1805
N in Cluster 6 - - - - 7579 5647
N in Cluster 7 - - - - 4442 775
N in Cluster 8 - - - - - 1413
N in Cluster 9 - - - - - 1136
N in Cluster 10 - - - - - 1857
Accuracy 51.8% 61.2% 71.9% 77.5% 86.3% 90.9%

6.4. Ranking Generation with Examples

To showcase the results of the recommendation system, nine natural language 

user input tests are created. The nine examples can be split into three sets of three where 

every example in each set is more complex than the last. Namely, the examples start out 

simple and progressively become more complex as new factors and weights are added.
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The first three examples are about creating recommendations for a user looking for a 

place to open an Italian restaurant, the second group of three are about a user looking to 

start a detached retail store business with no location in mind, and the third group of three 

are about finding the most ideal two-family home when given several requirements.

These are the first three examples tested from the first group: 1-1) “I want to open 

an Italian restaurant in Strongsville.” 1-2) “I want to open a high-end Italian restaurant in 

Strongsville.” 1-3) “I want to open a small high-end Italian restaurant in Strongsville.” 

All three ask the system to produce recommendations for a property within Strongsville 

that is ideal for a restaurant setting. Additionally, the second and third examples add 

conditions further narrowing down the potential lots based on its quality and size. The 

scoring function is tailored for each example and they are shown in order in (11), (12), 

and (13). More information on each equation can be found in Section 5.6.2. Furthermore, 

the determined Top-N recommendations can be seen in Tables 6, 7, and 8.

(11)Wi = ^i=1 wPAI + wRAC + wWAC

Table 6. Recommend ations for Example 1-1
Parcel Tract City LUC Lot Size Weight
39617020 186201 Strongsville Restaurant 56323 1.000000000
39701005 186201 Strongsville Restaurant 24825 1.000000000
39624004 186201 Strongsville Restaurant 103498 1.000000000
39236013 186103 Strongsville Restaurant 44431 0.859437572
39212018 186103 Strongsville Restaurant 50000 0.859437572
39236012 186103 Strongsville Restaurant 38364 0.859437572Wi = Zi=1 wPAI + wIncome + wRAC + wWAC (12)

Table 7. Recommend ations for Example 1-2
Parcel Tract City LUC Lot Size Weight
39617020 186201 Strongsville Restaurant 56323 1.000000000
39701005 186201 Strongsville Restaurant 24825 1.000000000
39624004 186201 Strongsville Restaurant 103498 1.000000000
39236013 186103 Strongsville Restaurant 44431 0.725550066
39212018 186103 Strongsville Restaurant 50000 0.725550066
39236012 186103 Strongsville Restaurant 38364 0.725550066
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Wi = Xi=1 wPAI + (1 - wSize) + wIncome + wRAC + wWAC (13)

Table 8. Recommendations for Example 1-3
Parcel Tract City LUC Lot Size Weight
39701005 186201 Strongsville Restaurant 24825 1.000000000
39617020 186201 Strongsville Restaurant 56323 0.998529389
39236012 186103 Strongsville Restaurant 38364 0.725363440
39236013 186103 Strongsville Restaurant 44431 0.725072382
39212018 186103 Strongsville Restaurant 50000 0.724811961

The second group of three examples are as follows: 2-1) “What is a good area to 

open a detached retail store?” 2-2) “What is a good area to open a small detached retail 

store?” 2-3) “What is a good area to open a cheap small detached retail store?” All three 

are about a user asking for recommendations for a detached retail store, but because the 

user never specifies a city, the system returns location suggestions instead of property 

ones. The tailored scoring functions for each example can be seen in (14), (15), and (16) 

with the results stored in Tables 9, 10, and 11.

Wi = £1=1 wPAI + wRAC + wWAC (14)

Table 9. Recommend ations for Example 2-1
Tract City LUC Weight
117700 Cleveland Detached Retail 1.000000000
177104 Parma Detached Retail 0.881180840
181100 Rocky River Detached Retail 0.742612839
177303 Parma Detached Retail 0.679629896
107701 Cleveland Detached Retail 0.664700810
190504 Olmsted Township Detached Retail 0.645604183

Wi = Zi=1 wPAI + (1 — wSize) + wRAC + wWAC (15)

Table 10. Recommendations for Example 2-2
Tract City LUC Weight
117700 Cleveland Detached Retail 1.000000000
177104 Parma Detached Retail 0.881171483
181100 Rocky River Detached Retail 0.742622960
177303 Parma Detached Retail 0.679643846
107701 Cleveland Detached Retail 0.664710141
152400 Euclid Detached Retail 0.631073381
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Wi = Zi=1 wPAI + (1 - wSize) + (1 - wIncome) + wRAC + wWAC (16)

Table 11. Recommendations for Example 2-3
Tract City LUC Weight
119402 Cleveland Detached Retail 1.000000000
152400 Euclid Detached Retail 0.948754797
121700 Cleveland Detached Retail 0.864447901
141602 Cleveland Heights Detached Retail 0.827700475
119502 Cleveland Detached Retail 0.800953556
115800 Cleveland Detached Retail 0.781096252

The final three examples are as follows: 3-1) “I need a two family house with 2 

bedrooms and 1 bathroom in Cleveland Heights.” 3-2) “I need an upscale two family 

house with 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom in Cleveland Heights.” 3-3) “I need a small 

upscale two family house with 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom in Cleveland Heights.” These 

three are about a user looking for a specific type of home in Cleveland Heights with the 

additional factors of bedroom and bathroom counts added. The tailored scoring functions 

for each example are shown in (17), (18), and (19) with the results stored in Tables 12, 

13, and 14.

Table 12. Recommendations for Example 3-1

Wi = EC=1 wPAI + wRAC + wWAC (17)

Parcel Tract City LUC Lot Size Weight
68604031 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 45097 1.000000000
68604032 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 59000 1.000000000
68606001 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 250652 1.000000000
68621005 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 125197 1.000000000
68622027 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 37100 1.000000000
68512040 141200 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 25200 0.807267386
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Wi = Si=1WpAI + Wincome + wRAC + wWAC (18)

Table 13. Recommendations for Example 3-2
Parcel Tract City LUC Lot Size Weight
68604031 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 45097 1.000000000
68604032 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 59000 1.000000000
68606001 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 250652 1.000000000
68621005 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 125197 1.000000000
68622027 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 37100 1.000000000
68512040 141200 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 25200 0.965027212Wi = SiUwPAi + (1 — wSize) + wincome + WRAC + WWAC (19)

Table 14. Recommendations for Example 3-3
Parcel Tract City LUC Lot Size Weight
68622027 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 37100 1.000000000
68604031 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 45097 0.997495241
68604032 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 59000 0.993287246
68512040 141400 Cleveland Heights Two family dwelling 25200 0.968840798

6.5. Evaluation of the Property Recommendation System

The final experiment is about trying to evaluate the property recommendation 

system results by comparing them with real-life real estate recommendation systems. To 

that end, the sites LoopNet for commercial real estate and Howard Hanna for residential 

real estate were chosen because they are the leading real estate companies with 

recommendation systems. The evaluations are carried out by using some of the examples 

from the previous subsection. For each example, the website search parameters are 

matched as closely as possible to provide the most level comparisons.

On the LoopNet website, example 1-3 was used, namely “I want to open a small 

high-end Italian restaurant in Strongsville”. The search parameters set on the website 

were Strongsville for the city, restaurant for the property type, and under 60,000 square 

feet for the lot size. All other parameters were kept at their default values. Pictured in 

Figure 34 are the parameters set and the results, which was only one former Arby’s fast 

food restaurant building which is in Middleburg Heights, a city to the north of
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Strongsville. Changing the search from properties for sale to properties for lease, four 

results appeared, however none were within Strongsville.

Figure 34: LoopNet Property Search Parameters and Results

As for the Howard Hanna website, example 3-3 was used, namely “I need a small 

upscale two-family house with 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom in Cleveland Heights”. The 

parameters this time were Cleveland Heights for the city, multi-family home for the 

property type, less than one acre for the lot size, two or more beds, and one or more full 

baths, as seen in Figure 35 alongside the results. Contingent and pending listings were 

also included in the search. The website returned two recommendations, only one of 

which was in Cleveland Heights, the other being in Cleveland. Both properties also 

included eight bedrooms and four bathrooms.

Figure 35: Howard Hanna Property Search Parameters and Results
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Despite these comparison efforts, it was not possible to find any significant search 

results from the real estate company websites with which to make comparisons. The 

reason being that those websites do not return any meaningful search results are namely, 

first because of the current COVID-19 emergency pandemic situation, there are far fewer 

listings than there would be otherwise. And second, the real estate websites try only to 

find empty properties from the current listings while the property recommendation 

system finds all of the existing matches, ranks them, and suggests the best properties. 

After all, it is an item-to-item collaborative filtering-based recommendation system. 

Evidence that this system provides superior recommendations can be found within the 

visualizations. The recommended properties for the query “high-end Italian restaurant in 

Euclid” shown below in Figure 36 consists of locations along the major commercial 

streets of Euclid. This figure indicates that the system considers geospatial knowledge 

when identifying the properties on a major street in commercial areas. More information 

about the visualization process is present in the next chapter.

Figure 36: Visualization of Commercial Recommendations in Euclid
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CHAPTER VII

WEB APPLICATION

7.1. Property Recommendation System as a Web Application

Below is the architecture of the web application for the property recommendation 

system. The system uses a web application in which this system is integrated as an 

additional service to interact with the users, as pictured in Figure 37 which shows an 

overview of the data communication pipelining. It starts with the end user client inputting 

the natural language string which will be sent to the Node.js Server. That server then 

sends the data to the Python Property Recommendation Application Server which works 

with its backend RDBMS database to produce the Top-N recommendations. Those results 

are passed back to the Node.js server which sends it to the MongoDB server. That server 

then gathers the relevant data from the Preprocessed GeoJSON Relational Database and 

passes all the relevant information back to the first server which in turn sends it to the 

End User Client. There, on the web page using Leaflet Map API, an open-source 

JavaScript library, the results are visualized for the user.
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Figure 37: Framework Overview of the Web Application 
for the Property Recommendation System

7.2. User Interface of the Property Recommendation System

On the website users can input query specifications via the user interface when 

searching for a home. Pictured in Figure 38, there are five categories that can be specified 

besides the natural language input query. These are the type of house, the price range, the 

lot size, the number of bedrooms, and the number of bathrooms. The first allows the user 

to specify if they desire a single-family home, a two-family home, or a three-family 

home. Below that it is possible to indicate the ideal price range for a property and the area 

size in acres. The final two categories are for naming the number of bedrooms and 

bathrooms the user wants. After hitting the filter button, the results are displayed, an 

example of which can be seen in Figure 39.

Figure 38: Website for the User Input Interface
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Figure 39: Property Recommendation System as a Web Service
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION AND LIMITATION

The methodologies to build a property recommendation system that does not rely 

on user history data were studied in this thesis. This study explored the research in 

building a recommendation system using big data analytic methods to derive relevant key 

factors from complex structures of geospatial data with Hotspot Analysis and K-Means 

Clustering. The recommendation system also adopted text analysis methods using 

Natural Language Processing techniques Part-of-Speech tagging, Named Entity 

Recognition, and Word2Vec models to allow and analyze a user query in a natural 

language. A well-defined candidate ranking model was developed to score each candidate 

to return the final Top-N ranked property or area recommendations that are most likely to 

be in line with the needs of a user per given interest in a fixed set of locations.

The model uses a pipelined framework which includes a Word2Vec model to 

generate similar adjectives, a natural language processor to analyze the user input, a 

candidate generator to select potential properties, and a ranking function to score each 

candidate to generate accurate recommendations based on the relevant factors from the 

derived weights. The experiment results show that this framework offers effective 

methodologies that can be expanded upon to additional areas within the United States.
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The challenges surrounding a lack of user history data were discussed and 

overcome through derived geospatial factors and an adaption of an item-to-item 

collaborative filtering model concept with natural language text processing analysis. 

Other limitations of this work were the lack of real-life examples and data to use to test 

and evaluate the property recommendation system and the lack of other similar 

recommendation systems with which to make comparisons.
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CHAPTER IX

FUTURE WORK

The property recommendation system is built from data within the Land Use Data 

and People Data, but not all variables are considered. Expanding the model to include 

more factors may increase the refinement of the results, assuming each additional 

variable is unique enough to not produce bias within the system by having multiples of 

the same value. Second, incorporating long short-term memory units (LSTMs) or gated 

recurrent units (GRUs), both of which are artificial recurrent neural networks (RNNs), 

within the natural language text analysis phase could prove worthwhile in elevating the 

system to be able to handle more complex user inputs, such as paragraphs instead of 

single phrases or sentences. These RNNs would be able to generate a term list of only the 

important words and would automatically stem away the rest. Finally, expanding the 

concept to other counties and states would not only allow for a wider user base, but it 

would also potentially lead to additional variables which could be converted into weights. 

Regardless, Cuyahoga County is somewhat unique in Ohio because it is home to a major 

city. Analysis of smaller counties and their smaller populations could provide contrast 

and depth to the recommendations. Perhaps the Hotspot Analysis values discussed are 

relative and adding in other counties would scale everything.
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